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We would like to thank the comments from Dr Chen on our
paper on ‘Myostatin inhibition in combination with antisense
oligonucleotide therapy improves outcomes in spinal muscu-
lar atrophy’.1 In this study, we combined the survival motor
neuron (SMN)-restoring antisense oligonucleotide therapy
with adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mediated myostatin inhi-
bition, and indicated the potential additional therapeutic
benefit of the muscle-enhancing approach in spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA) patients treated with nusinersen. We appreci-
ate Dr Chen’s comments on our study and the opportunity
that this provides us to further expand the increasingly im-
portant topic of SMN-dependent and SMN-independent ap-
proaches for SMA. In our study, we used an AAV-mediated
approach to disrupt myostatin function. This was a preclinical
proof-of-concept study. We agree that other approaches
using recombinant proteins or monoclonal antibodies
targeting the myostatin pathway would represent more prac-
tical and attractive solutions for clinical applications.

Four SMN-dependant drugs have been developed for SMA,
including antisense drug nusinersen,2,3 AAV-mediated gene
therapy Zolgensma,4 and the small molecule drugs risdiplam
and branaplam.5 These SMN-dependant approaches clearly
provide unprecedented clinical improvements for patients
with SMA. ,Nevertheless there continues to be an unmet
need for SMA patients, which is dependent on the duration
of the interval between diagnosis and therapeutic interven-
tion. As SMA is a motor neuron disease, a longer disease du-
ration leads to more severe motor neuron loss and muscle
atrophy. SMN-independent approaches that could comple-
ment the previous strategies have therefore an important
role especially in chronic symptomatic patients. Various strat-
egies are being developed to target different aspects of SMA
pathogenesis. These include neurotransmission enhancer

(pyridostigmine bromide, NCT03921528) to improve neuro-
muscular junction function, which is impaired in SMA
patients6; a neuroprotection agent to protect motor neurons
(olesoxime, NCT01302600 and NCT02628743), which how-
ever failed to reach the primary endpoint7; fast skeletal mus-
cle troponin activator to slow the rate of calcium release and
enhance muscle contraction (CK-2127107, NCT02644668);
and myostatin inhibitor to enhance muscle strength (SRK-
015, NCT02941328). The results of SRK-015 and CK-2127107
are expected later on this year from the currently ongoing
trials.

It is worthy to note that so far all these clinical studies are
designed to test the drug as an independent approach, with-
out the combination with any of the SMN-dependent treat-
ment. While this is understandable in the early phase trials,
it is anticipated that combinatorial therapies with
SMN-restoring drugs would provide the maximal benefit. Fu-
ture clinical trials on drugs combining both SMN-dependent
and SMN-independent approaches are hence imperative to
further improve the treatment for SMA.
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